ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel observer-based control strategy is proposed for a class of uncertain continuous-time nonlinear systems based on the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. Due to the complexity of nonlinear systems, the approximately optimal control for affine uncertain continuous-time nonlinear systems is pursued. Considering that only the output variables can be measured in the control practice, the state observer is designed to reconstruct all system states by using the output variables. The observer-based policy iteration algorithm can solve the HJB equation within the adaptive dynamic programming framework for the unknown-state uncertain nonlinear systems, where a critic neural network is constructed to approximate the optimal cost function, and then, the approximate expression of the optimal control policy can be directly derived from solving the HJB equation. In addition, the stability of the whole closed-loop system is provided based on the Lyapunov analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
As is known to all, the linear optimal control has been intensively studied and numerous successful methods have been proposed in the past several years [1] , [2] . However, the optimal control problem for nonlinear systems has suffered difficulty because the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation is involved for nonlinear systems instead of the Riccati equation for linear systems [3] . Although dynamic programming has been considered as a useful method in solving optimization problems for many years, it is still often subjected to the ''curse of dimensionality''. Benefitting from the development of function approximation technology, adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) has been proposed to approximately solve the optimal control problem of nonlinear systems in forward time [4] - [8] .
ADP and related research works have been paid much attention on the topic of approximate optimal control, which makes the research developed by scholars to automatic control, artificial intelligence, operational research and so on [9] - [16] . At the same time, the ADP-based approaches have been employed to deal with the control problems of various fields, e.g., power systems [17] , maze navigations [18] , and aircrafts [19] , etc. The policy iteration algorithm was proposed in [20] to derive an approximate optimal control law for continuous-time nonlinear systems with saturation actuators, but the method was implemented offline. In [21] , an online policy iteration based on sequential updates was presented for the optimal control problem of continuous-time nonlinear systems. In [22] , the actor-critic structure was used to online solve the optimal control problem by synchronous policy iteration, where both critic and action networks were trained simultaneously. Recently, from the view of algorithm structure, the actor-critic mechanism has been improved that only a critic network is constructed to implement the algorithm and the action network is removed for reducing the computational burden [23] - [27] .
In industrial processes, a great number of controlled systems often contain various uncertainties and disturbances. It is difficult to handle the controlled system via only controlling its nominal model. Therefore, it is necessary to involve the uncertainties and disturbances into the nominal model such that the control method is more robust and realistic. Moreover, it is common that only the output variables are measurable. Therefore, it requires that the approaches of estimating internal states are introduced to the control filed for better performance [28] - [31] .
Regarding to the uncertainty of nonlinear systems, nonlinear control methods are consulted. For example, in [32] , it investigated the finite-time robust sliding mode control of double integral systems with bounded uncertainties. Compared with above nonlinear control methods, the robust optimal control within the ADP framework has been greatly developed to enlarge the application of ADP to nonlinear optimal control with uncertainties [17] , [33] , [34] . However, in ADP-based robust optimal control, the case of unknown system states was not considered in these work.
When concerning unknown system dynamics dealt with by ADP methodologies, the neural-network identification is often used to obtain unknown system dynamics. In [25] , an online approximate optimal control was designed for continuous-time nonlinear systems with unknown dynamics, which was extended to the optimal control problem of this kind of control constraint systems in [26] . In [27] , an identified system model based on a three-layer neural network was established to reconstruct the unknown dynamics and then the nearly optimal control for nonzero-sum game systems was addressed. In these literature, the approach of neural-network identification is used to predict the unknown system dynamics, which is a data-driven method without involving any observer design.
In the aspect of observer design, an observer was proposed to estimate unknown states and disturbances of nonlinear systems in [28] , [35] , and [36] . It is better to have further work of involving optimal control. In [37] , the approximate optimal control for unknown nonlinear systems was studied with the observer-based approach, while the uncertainties and disturbances were not considered in the above observer-based optimal control design. These motivate our research of this paper.
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows. First, this paper investigates the approximate optimal control of uncertain affine nonlinear systems without knowing system states. It proposes the observer-based method in the framework of robust adaptive dynamic programming. Second, the adaptive critic control based on policy iteration is implemented by observed states and neural networks, where the neural-network-based state observer is designed and an adaptive critic control is constructed for uncertain affine nonlinear systems. Third, the uniformly ultimately boundedness stability of closed-loop system involving the state observer is analyzed and proved based on the Lyapunov stability approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem description and preliminaries are provided. In Section 3, the design and the implementation of policy iteration control are presented, where the neural network observer is designed to estimate all system states and the stability of the closed-loop system is also analyzed accordingly. Two simulation examples are shown in Section 4 to illustrate the performance of proposed control method. Finally, conclusion remarks are summarized in Section 5.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, the continuous-time affine nonlinear systems with uncertainties and disturbances are studied, which are generally described bẏ
where x(t) is the state vector defined on the compact set x ⊆ R n , u(x(t)) ∈ R m represents the state feedback control vector, and y(t) ∈ R l is the output vector. f (x(t)) ∈ R n is differentiable with f (0) = 0, and f (x(t)) is the lumped uncertainties and disturbances. g(x(t)) is nonsingular and bounded by g(x(t)) ≤ g m . C ∈ R l×n is the known output matrix. f (x(t)), u(x(t)), g(x(t)) and f (x(t)) are abridged as f (x), u(x), g(x) and f (x) for brief in the following.
Assumption 1: The lumped uncertainties and disturbances of system (1) are unknown, but matched and upper bounded,
Considering the control problem for system (1) with uncertainties and disturbances, note that d(0) = 0 is assumed, such that x = 0 is an equilibrium point for system (1) .
In order to pursue an optimal control law, the infinite horizon cost function is given as
where R x(ς ), u(x) is the utility function, R(0, 0) = 0. In general, the utility function is chosen as the quadratic form of state and control vectors, which is
where P and Q are positive definite matrices with P ∈ R n×n and Q ∈ R m×m , and therefore R x(ς), u(x) ≥ 0. With any admissible control law u(x) ∈ ( x ), if the cost function in (2) is continuously differentiable, then the nonlinear Lyapunov equation can be obtained as
with J (0) = 0. In (4), the term ∇J x(t) denotes the partial derivative of J x(t) with respect to x(t), i.e., ∇J x(t) = ∂J x(t) /∂x(t). With (4), the Hamiltonian function of optimal control problem is defined as
and the optimal cost function is expressed as
According to the Bellman's optimal principle, the optimal cost function J * x(t) satisfies the nonlinear Lyapunov equation in (4), which means
where ∇J * (x(t)) = ∂J * (x(t))/∂x(t). Then, the optimal control law can be solved by
where the optimal control law can be explicitly expressed as
Substitute the optimal control law (9) into the nonlinear Lyapunov equation (4), then the HJB equation with respect to ∇J * x(t) can be obtained as follows:
with J * (0) = 0. Based on these analysis, it can be observed that if the optimal control law u * (x) in (9) can be solved, all states x(t) and ∇J * x(t) are required to be known. However, we only have the output variables which can be measured, and it is difficult to obtain ∇J * x(t) from the HJB equation (10) . In the following section, an policy iteration control based on the state observer is proposed to address this problem.
III. POLICY ITERATION BASED ON NEURAL NETWORK OBSERVER FOR AFFINE NONLINEAR SYSTEM WITH UNCERTAINTIES
In this section, the state observer is designed by using output variables, and then the policy iteration algorithm is introduced with the neural network implementation. The stability analysis is also provided accordingly.
A. POLICY ITERATION SCHEME
Due to the difficulty in solving the HJB equation (10), an policy iteration algorithm is introduced according to [21] , which is described as follows: 1) Choose a small positive number as the tolerant error of the iteration algorithm. Set i = 0 and J (0) = 0. Then, start with an initial admissible control law u (0) (x). 2) Based on the iteration control law u (i) (x), solve the nonlinear Lyapunov equation
with J (i+1) (0) = 0. 3) Update the iteration control law by
≤ , stop and obtain the approximate optimal control; else, let i = i + 1 and go back to (2). In the iterative algorithm, if the initial control law
as i → ∞, which has been proved in literatures [21] , [38] . However, the iteration algorithm requires that all the states of the controlled system are known. Therefore, a state observer is designed based on the output variables.
B. NEURAL-NETWORK-BASED STATE OBSERVER DESIGN
In this subsection, a state observer is designed to reconstruct all the system states. Considering system (1), choose a Hurwitz matrix A ∈ R n×n , such that the pair (C, A) is observable. The dynamics of system (1) can be reformulated aṡ
where F x(t) = f (x)−Ax(t). A feed-forward neural network with h hidden layer neurons is employed to approximate the nonlinear terms
The input-tohidden weight vector is randomly chosen and then is fixed as ϕ 1 ∈ R (n+m)×h , and optimal and estimated hidden-to-output weight vectors are separately denoted as ϕ 2 andφ 2 (t), belonging to R h×n . A bounded activation function ϑ o (·) ∈ R h is used. Based on the universal approximation theory of neural networks [39] , the nonlinear terms can be approximated as
where
T is the input vector and ζ o (t) ∈ R n is the reconstruction error of neural network. Since the optimal weight vector ϕ 2 and system states x(t) are not really known, the estimated weight vectorφ 2 (t) and system statesx(t) are used to approximate the nonlinear terms, such that
Based on (15), the state observer for system (13) is designed aṡ
whereŷ(t) is the output vector of the observer system, and H ∈ R n×l is the selected gain matrix, such that A − HC is Hurwitz. Based on (13) and (16), both estimation errors of states and outputs are defined asx(t) = x(t) −x(t) and y(t) = y(t) −ŷ(t), respectively.φ 2 (t) is updated based on the estimation error of y(t). Then the updating rule forφ 2 (t) is designed aṡ
where the first term in (17) is similar to the gradient descent term, the second term is the additional error-modification term, A c = A − HC, γ is a small positive coefficient, and η o is the learning rate of neural network observer.
In the following, we analyze the observer performance for reconstructing the system states.
Assumption 2 (see [40] , [41] ): The activation function ϑ o (·), the reconstruction error ζ o (t), the optimal weight vector ϕ 2 are all bounded, i.e.,
Lemma 1: The matrices in a trace of a product can be switched: if A is a k ×n matrix, B is a n×l matrix, C is a l ×m matrix, and D is a m × k matrix, then the trace is invariant under cyclic permutations, i.e., tr{ABCD} = tr{BCDA} = tr{CDAB} = tr{DABC}.
Lemma 2: For the weight estimation errorφ 2 (t), it satisfies the following inequality tr{φ T 2 (t)φ 2 (t)} ≤ ϕ M φ 2 (t) − φ 2 (t) 2 , whereφ 2 (t) = ϕ 2 −φ 2 (t). Theorem 1: For the state observer in (16) , if the weight vectorφ 2 (t) is updated by (17) , then the state estimation error x(t) and the weight estimation errorφ 2 (t) are all uniformly ultimately bounded with Assumption 2.
Proof: The Lyapunov stability theory is used for the proof of this theorem. We choose the non-negative Lyapunov function as
Consider the error dynamics between the observer system (16) and the original system (13), which can be obtained aṡ
The first-order derivative of V o (t) iṡ
Since A c is Hurwitz by choosing the matrix H , it means that there exists a positive definite matrix ∈ R n×n to make sure A T c + A c = − . Using (19), we can obtaiṅ
by using (17) and Lemmas 1 and 2, we have the following formula aṡ
o . By combining (22) and (23),V o (t) can be deduced aṡ
Therefore, we can obtain thatV o (t) ≤ 0 ifx(t) lies outside the compact set
Based on the Lyapunov's second method for system stability, we can conclude thatx(t) andφ 2 (t) are all uniformly ultimately bounded, thus the theorem is completely proved.
C. NEURAL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL
In this subsection, the implementation of policy iteration controller is presented by using neural networks. The structural diagram is presented in Fig. 1 . Based on the observed system statesx(t), the cost function J (x(t)) for the optimal control of system (1) can be estimated, which is
where ω 2 ∈ R k is the optimal hidden-to-output weight vector, ω 1 ∈ R n×k is the chosen input-to-hidden weight vector. ϑ c (·) ∈ R k is the activation function, k is the number of hidden layer neurons, and ζ c (x) is the reconstruction error of critic neural network. Differentiating J (x(t)) alongx(t), it can obtain the derivative as
where ∇J (x(t)) ∈ R n×1 , ∇ϑ c (ω T 1x ) ∈ R k×n . In the above equation, the optimal weight vector ω 2 is unknown, the estimated weight vectorω 2 (t) is used to approximate the cost function, which iŝ
Correspondingly, the derivative of estimation cost function with respect tox(t) is formulated by
where ∇Ĵ (x(t)) ∈ R n×1 . According to (5), the Hamiltonian function with an estimated weight vectorω 2 (t) is defined as the error of critic neural network, which can be derived as
where (x) = ∇ϑ c (ω T 1x )ẋ ∈ R k×1 . By minimizing the objective function
the weights of critic network are updated aṡ
where η c > 0 is the learning rate of critic network. If the optimal weight vector ω 2 is used, the associated Hamiltonian function is
where e c (t) = −(∇ζ c (x)) Tẋ is the residual error term due to the reconstruction error. With an available control signalû(x), the utility function R x(t),û(x) is considered to be bounded. Assume that (x) is bounded by a positive constant M , then the desired error function e c (t) is bounded by e cM . Defining the weight estimation error of critic network asω 2 (t) = ω 2 −ω 2 (t), it thus has e c (t) −ê c (t) =ω T 2 (t) (x). Therefore, the dynamics of weight estimation error can be given bẏ
By using the critic network, (28) provides the estimation cost function and (32) formulates the updating rule for the weights. Therefore, according to (9) and (27) , the optimal control law can be calculated by
By substituting the expression of ∇Ĵ (x) to (9), the approximate optimal control law is formulated aŝ
Equation (36) implies that the approximate optimal control lawû(x) can be directly obtained only using the critic network. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. The weight updating curves, (a) the weight convergence ofφ 2 (t ) for the observer, (b) the weight convergence ofω 2 (t ) for the critic network. 
D. STABILITY ANALYSIS
The closed-loop system stability will be investigated in this subsection under the control lawû(x) with the observed system states. Theorem 2: For system (16) , if the weight vector of the critic network is updated by (32) with 0 < η c < 2, the weight estimation errorω 2 (t) is uniformly ultimately bounded.
Proof: Select the Lyapunov function candidate as
According to (34) , the time derivative of V c (t) is considered asV
Apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, then (38) can be deduced aṡ
It can be concluded thatV c (t) < 0 if
. By using the dense property of real numbers [42] , it can derive that there exists a positive constant φ in (0, M ] such thatω 2 (t) locates outside the compact set
to makeV c (t) < 0 together with 0 < η c < 2. It demonstrates that the weight estimation errorω 2 (t) is uniformly ultimately bounded, thus the theorem is proved.
IV. SIMULATION STUDY
Two examples are provided in this section to demonstrate the control performance for uncertain nonlinear systems by using the policy iteration algorithm.
Case 1: Consider a single-link manipulator system, given by the following motion equation [40] , where M = 10 is the mass of the manipulator, S = 10 is the length of the manipulator, α = 9.81 is the gravity acceleration, G = 2 is the inertia coefficient, W = 2 is the viscous friction coefficient, θ(t) is the angle of the manipulator, u(t) is the control torque, d(x) is the lumped disturbances. By setting x 1 (t) = θ(t) and x 2 (t) =θ(t), the system (41) can be rewritten as
According to the previous design, a feedback control law u(x) is desired by y(t) based on the cost function (2), where Q = I and P = I 2 , I is the identity matrix. We use the proposed observer-based policy iteration control method to solve the problem. x 1 (t) can be clearly obtained by measuring the system output y = x 1 (t), which means the output matrix is C = [1 0]. In order to reproduce all internal system states, an observer is built according to (16) with the parameters
T . The designed observer uses a three-layer neural network with the structure of 3-8-2, namely three input nodes, eight hidden-layer nodes, and two output nodes. The system states are estimated and are used for the policy iteration control. Based on the estimated system states from the observer, a critic network is established to approximate the cost function J x(t) with the structure of 2-8-1. For the two networks, the input-to-hidden weights ϕ 1 and ω 1 are given within [−1, 1] and then are fixed, only the hidden-to-output weights Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) . It can be seen that the estimated statesx 1 (t) andx 2 (t) can quickly recover the true states x 1 (t) and x 2 (t), respectively, which means the designed observer can reveal the system internal states only via the system output variables.
Based on the learning process, we assume d(x) = p 1 x 1 (t) x 2 (t) + 0.5 p 2 x 2 (t), p 1 , p 2 ∈ [−1, 1] to express the uncertainty of the controlled plant. The system is initialized from x(0) = [0.5 − 0.5] T and the observer starts fromx(0) = [0 0] T . The control law that involves ϕ 2t and ω 2t as the initial weight vectors, is used to stabilize the uncertain system (41) for all possible p 1 and p 2 . Let p 1 = 1 and p 2 = 1 for the simulation purpose, and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show the fine tuning process of weight vectorsφ 2 (t) andω 2 (t) starting from ϕ 2t and ω 2t , which will illustrate the control for the uncertain system. Fig. 4 (c) and 4(d) present the convergence of the states during the regulation process, where the designed observer is able to well reconstruct the system states including the angle of the manipulator and the angular acceleration, and the policy iteration controller with the estimation system states can stabilize the manipulator system and Fig. 5 provides the used control values. It can be concluded that the policy iteration controller can stabilize the manipulator with uncertainties.
Case 2: Consider a three-order nonlinear system with disturbances, whose dynamics are given aṡ
and u(t) ∈ R are the states and control vectors, respectively, and d(x) defines the disturbances of the controlled system.
In simulation, we assume that
The output vector y(t) is measurable, then the designed state observer is necessary to recover all system states. According to (16) , the neural-network-based observer is constructed with the structure of 4-9-3, and the used parameters are A = , and then the input-to-hidden weight vector is fixed and only the hidden-to-output weight vectorφ 2 (t) is updated over time. The updating rule is presented in (17) . The observer provides the estimated system states for the policy iteration controller, where a critic neural network with the structure of 3-6-1 is used to approximate the cost function. The initial weight vectors of the critic network are also given, and then the input-to-hidden weight vector is unchanged and onlyω 2 (t) is updated according to (32) over time. The control law is calculated according to (36) . During the control, Q = I , P = I 3 , all learning rates are set the same as Case 1.
The controlled system is firstly trained with the initial state 
T . In order to sufficiently stimulate the system, the exploration noise signal is add to the control vector when the algorithm is trained. Fig. 6 shows the weights and the control performance during the learning process. After the training, the weightsφ 2 (t) andω 2 as the initial weight vectors and then regulatesφ 2 (t) and ω 2 (t) adaptively to stabilize system (42) for the given disturbances. The regulation results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Fig. 7(a)∼(c) show the observed system states and the true system states, and Fig. 7(d) presents the applied disturbances. Fig. 8(a) depicts the observation errors of all states and the output variable. The fine tuning process of weight vectorŝ ϕ 2 (t) andω 2 (t) are provided in Fig. 8(b) and 8(c) , respectively. Fig. 8(d) shows the control law that is used to stabilize system (42) . These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the observer-based controller for the continuous-time nonlinear systems with uncertainties. The neural-network-based observer is designed to estimate the system states according to the measurable system output variable. In Fig. 8(a) , it shows thatỹ(t) well converge althoughx 1 (t),x 2 (t) andx 3 (t) are more oscillations. This illustrates that the state estimation is rooted from the measurable output variable.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an observer-based adaptive control approach is developed. The proposed observer-based control method can approximately solve the HJB equation by using the idea of adaptive dynamic programming. Therein, a critic neural network is constructed to approximate the optimal cost function and thus the approximate expression of the optimal control law can be directly derived using these well-tuned weight vectors. The stability analysis and two simulation examples are presented, respectively, to demonstrate the validity of the proposed control approach in the views of theory and application. 
